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The science is clear and 
compelling,
the risk is very real
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PROBLEM



What more needs to be done?

• Still over half of Canadian aren’t aware of radon gas
• More awareness campaigns will continue to help…

• Awareness may need to extend from just knowing 
about radon to knowing what to do

• Need clarity about testing and mitigation

Awareness 

Actually 

testing

Radon mitigation?



Behavior change is hard
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Reducing radon exposure is all about behavior change

Not just for the public though- governments, medical 

professionals, occupational health need change too

- OHS, Medical histories, develop policies



Using psychology Psychometric Parameters (Fischoff, 
Slovic and Sandman)

Better Worse

Trusted source Untrusted source

Voluntary Involuntary

Controllable Uncontrollable

Familiar Exotic

Statistical Catastrophic

To Adults To Children

Natural hazard Human made hazard

Not dreaded Dreaded 

Distributed fairly Not distributed fairly



Perception of radiation varies by context
Are people upset about radiation from

x-rays and scans? – Not really

Better Worse

Trusted Untrustworthy

Voluntary Involuntary

Controllable Uncontrollable

Familiar Exotic

Statistical Catastrophic

To Adults To Children

Natural hazard Human made hazard

Not dreaded Dreaded 

Distributed fairly* Not distributed fairly



Were people concerned about fallout from 
Fukushima Exposure- YES

Better Worse

Trustworthy (was) Untrustworthy

Voluntary Involuntary

Controllable Uncontrollable

Familiar Exotic

Statistical Catastrophic

To Adults To Children

Natural hazard Human made hazard

Not dreaded Dreaded 

Distributed fairly Not distributed fairly



Post-Fukushima concerns
• Surveys of countries around the world have shown spikes in concerns (e.g. 

Poortinga et al 2014)

• EU- 26% of people have changed their minds about the safety of 
nuclear

• Asia (Leong 2014)- students in favor of phasing out nuclear power
• Huang 2013- significant jump in perceived risk in Taiwan



Are people concerned about the risk from radon?
- only somewhat (red), do more (blue)

Better Worse

Trusted (?)- Whose talking? Untrustworthy

Voluntary (?) Involuntary 

Controllable Uncontrollable

Familiar (home is familiar) Exotic

Statistical Catastrophic

To Adults To Children

Natural hazard (?) Human made hazard

Not dreaded- because not 
really known

Dreaded 

Distributed fairly* Not distributed fairly



Rethinking involuntary exposure

You are being exposed 
and you don’t know it

Invisibility

“Silent Killer” type 
messaging

See Asbestos…
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“Hidden Killer”



Children are at risk- YES

• Parents and grandparents well know ”opportunities” 

• We can do more:
• Well baby visits

• Public Heallth Nurses

• Pre-natal care

• Retired persons associations- Why aren’t they here at CARST? 



Distributed Fairly? Reframing Radon for Tenants

Better Worse

Voluntary Involuntary

Controllable Uncontrollable

Familiar Exotic

Statistical Catastrophic

To Adults To Children

Natural hazard Human made hazard

Not dreaded Dreaded 

Distributed fairly Not distributed fairly



Most people who read these FAQS feel this 
situation is ‘inequitable’

Low-income housing, ground contact suites…



Is radon dreaded? exotic?

Not really…

“Interestingly, the deep fears and 
anxieties associated with radiation do not 
seem to extend to naturally occurring 
radiation. This was evident in a survey of 
residents in the Reading Prong area of 
New Jersey, a region characterized by very 
high radon levels in many homes, who 
were basically apathetic about the risk 
From Slovic 2012 (Sandman et al., 1987).”



Contrast: Fears about other types of radiation

Nuclear energy was 

conceived in secrecy, born 

in war, and first revealed to 

the world in horror. No 

how much proponents try to 

separate the peaceful from the 

weapons atom, the connection 

is firmly embedded in the 

minds of the publić (Smith, 

1988: 62) from Slovic (2012):

Number of deaths from 

nuclear power plants in NA?



WORSE: Even NON-IONIZING RADIATION sure gets 
people more upset than radon gas



Rethinking radon communication

• From familiar to 
exotic

• Reintroducing 
radioactivity



Not naturally occurring! 

• Radon researchers starting to better understand 
building variables

REFRAME issue to be building• -oriented
The – housing/building design creates the risk

• “Natural” “Background” radiation? Trivializes 
risk- exposure still a problem



What else is needed?
• Legislation and Regulation

Seat belts•

Children• ’s car seats
Smoking in the workplace•

• Consequences?
Fines and • tickets
Loss of operating licenses•



In conclusion

• How we frame and discuss radon influences perception of risk

• The are known variables that increase or decrease perception

• Most people have pre-conceived concepts of radiation, we could be 
using these to help motivate and engage people

• Not equitable, not natural, not boring

• Causes cancer, bad for babies, 

• Your home builder is trying to kill you (kidding)

• Beware-the risk is being hidden from you



What do YOU think?

Thank you

anicol@sfu.ca



Academics have fancy ways to discuss this:

Knowledge to Action Radon Framework: Phase 1

Never Heard 
of Radon

Never 
thought 

about testing

Undecided 
about testing

Plan to Test, 
obtain kits

Key Features of this Phase: 
Raising Awareness
Encouraging Testing
Providing access to test kits

Tools needed: informational resources, persuasive 
campaigns, targeted outreach in high radon regions 



Knowledge to Action Radon Framework Phase 2

Receive Test 
Results

If low, •
remediation 
not required

If Results are 
High

• May choose 
not to 
remediate *

Decide to 
remediation

• May have 
challenges 
that prevent 
remediation*

Remediation

Follow• -up, 
maintenance

Key Features of this Phase: 
Raising Awareness
Encouraging Testing
Providing access to test kits

Tools needed: informational resources, persuasive 
campaigns, targeted outreach in high radon regions 



Why so few people testing?

• They aren’t aware of the problem
• Maybe, HOWEVER….

• 1989- Weinstein et al.

“[New Jersey] Respondents proved well informed, but radon 
levels were not highly correlated with any of the response 
variables. Over optimism was more common than 
overreaction.”

• Even when they know about radon, most didn’t perceive it to be a 
risk



Incentives- focusing on the positive
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Our house has been 

tested for radon!

Health Canada and BC Lung 

discussed this for BC Homes



Incentives

• Empowering/Winning/Self 
confidence

• Example: SFU HSCI student 
concepts

• Award system for high school 
students

• Win medals for learning about 
radon, testing homes, educating 
parents

• University outreach to other 
universities

• Focus on the “win”

• Messaging “we are solving 
problems
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